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• 
The following paper consists of a series of descriptions of programs that ei-
ther interpret or predict the 13C spectra of organic molecules. The programs 
described are the fo]]owing: a program that interprets an observed spectrum by 
determining the similarity of the observed spectrum to library reference spectra, 
a program that automatically generates substructural rules, a program that 
predicts the spectra of a set of candidate molecules and ranks the candidate 
rr1olecu]es according to their similarity to an observed spectrum, a program that 
aids the user in the construction of a data base of mutually consistent 13 
spectra and a prototype of an "expert system" written in prolog that predicts 
the spectrum of a molecule. 
1 
• 
i 
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Qhapter 1 
Introduction 
1.1 Spectra interpretation a11d prediction 
This paper presents a series of programs that either predict or interpret 
13(; spectra. A spectrurn is interpreted by applying substructural rules to a 
spectrum to obtain substructures and then finding all the plausible structures 
that can be generated from these substructures. The substructural rules are ob-
tained from a data base that consists of a set of substructural environments as-
sociated with observed resonances obtained from previously analyzed reference 
spectra. The substructural environments are represented as chemical graphs 
where a chemical graph is a graph \\1here the nodes are associated with atom 
naJTlf'S and the edges correspond to chemical bonds. ,,\ substructure is obtained 
frorr1 a substrurtural ru1<· if an observed resonancf' of the spectrurr1 rr1atches thP 
f('sonar1c(· of a r1Jlt'. 1 'l'li(' pr('dictioJl process is the· i11versP of th<· int<'rpr(•t,atio11 
. 
process. ~i\ spertrun1 is predicted by applying su bstructural rules to a r.1olecule 
to obtain resonances, grouping the resonances obtained for a set of rules into a 
predicted spectrum and then assigning a rank to each of the predicted 
spectrums. The rank of the spertrurn is a rneasure of jts match to the actual 
obsPrved spectnurn of the rnolecule. The su bstruct.ural rules are obtained from 
th(, same data base as in spf~ctrurn interpretation. 'fhe substructural rule is used 
in an opposite fashion from spectrum interpretation in that a resonance is ob-
tained from a substructural rule if a substructure of the molecule's structure 
matches the substructure of a rule. 
1 
see Chapt.er 5 
2 
1.2 Paper overview 
This paper is divided into 9 chapters where Chapters 3-8 describe 
programs in spectrum interpretation and prediction. Chapter 2 explains the 
nuclear magnetic resonance phenornenon. Chapter 3 and 4 are descriptions of 
interpretation programs that· retrieve similar spectrum from a data base of 
library spectra. Chapter 5 is a description of a program for automatic rule for-
mation of 13C su bstructural rules. Chapter 6 is a description of program that 
predicts the spectra of a set of candidate molecules and then ranks the can-
didatP rr1olerules according to their similarity to an observed spectrum. Chapter 
7 is a description of a program that aids the user in the construction of a data 
base of mutually consistent 13 spectra. Chapter 8 is a description of an "expert 
system" that predicts the spectrum of a molecule. Chapter 9 discusses the 
general problerns of spectra interpretation and prediction. 
3 
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Chapter 2 
The NMR phenomenon 
2 .1 M11g11et ic 1>ro1>crtics of 1111clei 
.. i\ccording to quantun1 th~ory a spinning nucleus can only have values 
given for the spin angu]ar moment un1 I given by the equation: 
l 
- h 
I == [ /( / + t)] 2 "~ 
~·· 
(2.1) 
\V here h is Planck ~s constant and I is th<' spin quantum number of the nucleus. 
The value of the spin quantum is related to the atomic number and the mass 
number of the nuc]eus as sho,vn in Table 2-1. 
I Atomic number Mass number Spin quantum number I 
Even Even 0 
Even or odd Odd t, f, f, etc. 
Odd Even 1, 2, 3, etc . 
Ta lJle 2-1: Spi11 quant u1n number [3) 
A nucleus \Vitb a I1011-z<·ro spin quantum number has a magnetic mornent 
M which is proJ>ortional to. th<· SfJin angular rnomentum I: 
M == ,\l (2.2) 
4 
· 1_.'· 
I' . ' 
r 
,,. 
J 
.. 
• 
where A. is the magnetogyric ratio \\'hich is characteristic of the nucleus and 
may either be positi\'e or negative. The spin quantum numbers and the mag-
netic properti~s of some nuc)pj (including thr 13C nucleus) are given in Table 
2-2. 
Nuclear spin 
Nucleus quan'tum no., I 
lff ; 
2ff .:' 1 
'He 0 
10B 3 
11B .1 
2 
12c 0 
'  . 13c ; I 
i,N 1 
1sN t 
16Q 0 t_.., 
17Q .1. 
2 i,p ! 
31p t 
Magnetic moment µ. 
(ampere square metre x 1017) 
14·09 
4·34 
9·09 
13·59 
3·53 
2·02 
. -l ·14 
-9·55 
13·28 
5·71 
Resonance frequency 
in MHz for magnetic 
field of l ·4092 Tesla 
60·000 
9·211 
6·447 
19·250 
15·085 
4·335 
6·081 
8·134 
56·446 
24·288 
Table 2-2: Iv1agnctic properties of selected nuclei !3] 
2.2 A 11l1c)p11s i11 tJ1e 1,r~sP11cP of a 1l1ag11etic fic]d 
2.2.1 Classical 1necha11ics description 
In the presence of a magnetic induction B 0, the magnetic moment M ex-
periences a torque that is the v<·ctor J>roduct of M and B 0, M xB0• According 
5 
' 
• to Newton's laws of motion, this torque is equal to the time rate of change of 
angular momentum: 
di 
- ::-- M x B 
dt 0 
(2.3) 
Recalling that I is related to l\1 through Eqn (2.2) 
dM 
- ~= ..\My· B dt . 0 (2.4) 
It can be sho\\'n that, Eqn (2.4} describes a precession of the M vector 
about B 0 (Fig 2-la) at the Larmour angular velocity: 
w == - ..\B 0 
which corresponds to the frequency: 
,.\ 
v:..: -B 
'),.. 0 
.. I 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
Fig 1-1 c1 :--il10\\ ~ t Ji(' pr<'CPssion of c.i r-i ur !ear JJragrrC't ic llH>rnent ~1 iu a rnag-
nrtic field B 0 . 
2.2.2 Quantum mechanics description 
The cornponent of the 1na.gnetic rnoment M along the field direction z can 
z 
only havci th<' values giv,~n by the equation: 
h M -- n1 . ..\-· 
;: 1 2:rr 
(2. 7) 
where m. is the 1na.gnetic quantu1r1 number which can have 2/-t 1 values, i.e. 
I 
1, I- 1, 1- 2, . . . - I. 
The interaction of the corr1ponent of the magnetic rnoment M aligned. in Z. 
the field, direction B0 will alter the energy · of the n.ucleus. The energy of . the 
6 
• 
·. 
nucleus relative to that in a zero magnetic field is: 
E==-MB 
z 0 
(2.8) 
Since Mz is a function of the magnetic quantum number mi, Eqn (2.8) can be 
written as: 
h 
E=- - m.A-B 
l 21r 
(2.9) 
In a field of B, there are 2I+ 1 spin levels where each spin level m is in a dif~ 
f rren t energy state: 
h E=-- - mA-B 
21r 
The energy difference between two adjacent energy levels is: 
:1£ = E - E 
rn- ] m 
h 
( 1 n l ) >- ') ... JJ 
).h .. 
llE == -- -B 
27r' 
.. ,. 
h 
( · 1n >i ')- H) 
.. .. 
From· the Bohr relationship: 
~E ·~- h,.1 
and Eqn ( 2.13) the frequency is: 
{2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
{2.13) 
(2 .14) 
(2.15) 
The transition betwee·n adjacent energy levels· may only occur when ~E 
has a frequency corresponding to· that of Eqn (2.15 ). Notice that Eqn (2.15) is 
7 
_, ', 
nucleus relative to that in a zero magnetic field is: 
E==-MB 
z 0 
(2.8) 
\ 
Since Mz is a function of the magnetic quanturn number mi, Eqn (2.8) can be 
written as: 
h 
E= - m.A-B 
1 21r 
(2.9) 
In a field of B, there are 21 + 1 spin levels where each spin level m is in a dif-
f rren t energy state: 
h E-- - mA-·. B 
271" 
(2.10) 
The energy difference between two adjacent energy levels is: 
~E --~ E -- E 
rn - 1 rn 
h 
(111 l)J.i,)~/J 
·- ,. 
h . { rnA-JJ) 
') - . 
... .. 
From the Bohr relationship: 
and t:qn (2.13) the frequency is: 
); 
v=- -D 
271" 0 
( 2.11) 
, ( 2 .12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2 .15) 
The transition between adjacent energy levels may only occur when LlE 
has a frequency corresponding to that of Eqn (2.15). Notice that Eqn (2.15) is 
7 i 
' 
• 
l 
·1 
I 
I 
l 
J 
the _same as Eqn (2.6) from the c]assira] description. 16] [3] 
I l 
Fig 2-lb shows the enr.rgy levels for nuclei \\·ith spin 2 and 1. 
(a) 
fr 
I 
I 
Bo 
----Y 
' 
E 
.E 
(b) 
I 
---.------ m • - -4 2 
I 
, fl£• y'180 I 
___ t____ m•+1 
I I•-2 
-----m•-1 
,.~E 
_,.._I __ m.· o 
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_...,f ____ m•+I 
I• I 
Figure 2-1: \urlec1r precession and energy levels :uj 
Fig. 2-1 (a) Precession of a n·uclear magnetic moment M in a magnetic field B 0 
(for A> 0) (b) ~~11ergy levels ·and alJo.\\1ed trans~tions between levels for nuclei 
,,. i th J = 1 / 2 and 1 ! fi ~ 
2. 3 Tl1~ 1111c l<'nr 11111g11<11 t ic rc's<>i1n11ce pl1e11omer1on 
2.3.1 Nuclear mag11etic resonance 
Nuc]ear rnagne1tic. resonanr<, is the interaction bet,veen the nuclear magnetic 
moment ~1 that pr(•rpssrs about. B 0 at the Larrnour frequency .v and a sma11 
8 
· magnetic induction B 1 supplied from an oscillator coil on an axis perpendicular 
to the axis of the field 8 0 . The field B1 may be considered in terms of two 
circularly polarized component fields that rotate in opposite directions. 16] If the 
component of the field B1 that is rotating in the same direction as the .magnetic 
moment of the nucleus has the same frequency as the precession al frequency of 
the nucleus there will be an absorption of energy from the oscillator producing 
the field B1. \Vhen this occurs, the rotating component of the field B 1 and the 
precessing nucleus 
. 
are 1n resonance. The energy absorbed in this manner 
produces a signal at a detector and this signal is amplified and recorded as a 
band in the n.m.r. spectrum (Fig 2-2). An n.m.r. spectrum is generally 
presented as a -plot of the signa] at the detector against the applied field B0• [3] 
2.3.2 Determination of the resonance freque11cy 
The resonance frequency for a nucleus rnay be dett·rmined by either the 
fipJd-s\\ ePp or t It(· f r<'(fUf-'nc~ -S\\'P<'P IlH·t hods. r]'h(· fre<Jl!Pnc, ~\\ PPP n1Pt hod applies 
a constant field 110 and v arie~ the frequency of thr oscillating field Bl. 
Resonance occurs wh.en the frequency of the oscillating field matches the preces-
sional frequency of a nucleus. The field-sweep method k.eeps the frequency of 
the oscillatin·g field B1 constant and varies the magnetic field B0 . As the field 
B0 increases~ the precessional frequency of Lhe n uc]eu.s increases. Resonance oc-
curs when the precessional frequency of the nucleus matches the frequency of the 
oscillating field B1. !3] 
2.4 The observed reso11ances 
2.4.1 Different observed frequencies for nuclei of the same type 
In a molecule, the resonance frequencies of nuclei of the same type, viz. 
9 
' 
• 
" 
,. 
Applied magnetic field Bo 
-· -
Figure 2-2: . .\11 absorptio11 spertrun1 in 11.m.r. spectroscopy 13) 
13(;. rnav 1101 h<· obsPr\·pd at th<· sarn<· r<_.sonancP frequency. Th£> different 
resonance frpqu<·nries occur fron1 the different rriagnetic fie]d that €a.ch nucleus 
expt=riences as a result of secondary n1agnetic fields. The secondary magnetic 
• 
fields originate from the induced circulation of electrons in the molecule under 
the influence of the app·lied field B0. The magnetic field that each nucleus ex-
periences is tl1P field that rPsult.s froni t.he vect".or sum of {he secondary field for 
a .. nuc]eus and t.hc applied field B 0 • Tlu· resultant magnetic field is either greater 
or Jess than applic>d field. rflt<· <·ff<~ct on th<· resonance frequency for earh nucleus 
is t.o either lower or inr.rt~asc t.he resonance frequency corresponding to a smaHer 
or a ]a_rge'r result.ant field relative to the resonance frequency for a nucleus in 
the applied field alone. [3~ 
10 
..... 
2.4.2 The multiplicity of an observed resonance 
. .. 
The multiplicity of the observed resonance for an individual nucleus is the 
close set of resonance peaks in the observed spectrum that result from· the effect 
of the spin associated with neighboring nuclei on the field experienced by the 
nucleus undergoing resonance. The effect on the spin of the nucleus is trans.;. 
mitted through the~ electrons from nuclei in neighboring bonds. The result of 
this interaction is to create multiple values for the magnetic fields sensed by the 
nucleus and hence multiple values for the frequency that the nucleus comes into 
resonance. r 3] 
11 
, 
Chapter 3 
The determination of the 
similarity ~of structures by "reverse" search 
3.1 Introduction 
The following is a description of a "reverse" search strategy that deter-
mines the similarity of reference spectra to to an observed spectrum and then 
ranks the reference spectra according to their similarity with the observed 
·spectrum. The method of '~reverse" search determines the sirnilarity of a refer-
ence spectrum to the observed spectrum by summing the similarities of each line 
of the reference spectrum with the observed spectrum rather than directly find-
ing the similarity of the observed spectrum to a reference spectrum. By this 
rnPthod. the requirements for storagtj and cornputing tin1e are rninirr1ized while 
providing an effirifnt search. The flrxiblt' nat.ure of the search algorithm alJO\\'S 
for t lie· det.prrr1inc1t ion of ··r,·le,·an1 ·· a·nd subst ruct ural sin1ilarit \ of a referPJtC(' 
spectrum \\;ith the observed spectrum. 
3.2 Method of si1nilarity determinatio11 
The identificatio.n of an unknown molecule's structure from its observed 
spec.trurn is arhi(~ved by finding reference spectra that are similar to the ob-
served spectrum. One spectrum is similar to another if there is an intersection 
' 
of spectral features, i.e. line rnultiplicity, line intensity and line position, from 
each spectrum. Similar ref ere11ce spectra \V here a least one .subunit 2 of the ref-
erence spectrum is matched to a subunit of the observed spectrum are the most 
2A· h . f . · . . . f su ur11t o a spectrum 1s a contiguous piece o a spl•ctrum .. 
12 
.. 
valuable spectra in providing details about the possible substructures present in 
the unknown molecule's structure. Even a reference spectrum with a relatively 
lo\\: overall similarity with the observed spectrum but with a match of at least 
one subunit in the observed spectrum provides insights into the molecule's struc-
ture; a reference spectrurn with relatively high overall similarity with the ob-
served spectrum but with no matching subunits with the observed spectrum 
provides on]y the general compound class of the unknown .. The determination of 
the general compound class by a computer program is usually not an advantage 
since a skil1ed spectroscopist could easily determine the class of the unknown 
molecule by inspection. Reference spectra where there is a good agreement of a 
• 
few features with the observed spectrum promises more success in the determina-
tion of the unknown molecule's structure than a m.ediocre agreement of all fea-
t ures wit b the observed spectrum. 
(:onceptually, th<1 spectrurn of a IT1olecule is represented as a bit string of 
binary· digits. · The range of chemica.J shifts of a sp,ectrum is divided into 576 
channels or "regions'' of 0.5 ppm3 each. A channel is a contiguous piece of the 
chen1ical shift range of the spectrum of fixed w·idth. ~.\ ''I" in a channel im-
plies that a resonance line is at or near thjs channel and a '40'' implies the ab-
sence of a resonance Vine. A spectrum typically cont..ains eight resonance lines 
where 1 % of the regions are filled with l's. All the other regions are filled with 
O's. 
3ppm is the usual unit for resonance shift 
13 
3.3.1 Storage of the reference spectra as compressed bit strings 
To save space, The bit strings of the reference spectra are stored in a 
compressed bit string representation that includes line intensity and multiplicity. 
The compressed bit string of the reference spectrum is represented in 144 bits 
wh·ere the inforrr1ation of each resonance line of the spectrum is stored in 18 
bits. The compressed bit string size of 144 bits assumes tha.t the resonance 
lines of any reference spectrum are contained in only 8 resonance lines. The in-
formation stored in the 18 bits for a resonance line is: 10 bits for the region 
number, i.e. a counting number -representing the position of a certain region, 2 
bits for the parity of the line multiplicity, 4 bits for the multiplicity of a line, 
i.e. singlet, doublet, triplet and quartet, and 2 bits for the line intensity where 
the line intensity for a resonance peak is a. number that is proportional to the 
height of the resonance peak. The compressed bit representation of the region 
nurnbPr~ of th(~ r<{PrPJJC(J spertrurn saves rnor<· spacP as cnn1pared to th<· uncorr1-
prc·ssed bit st ri11g r(·pre.-;<·ntatio11 of 1 h(' r('ferencc· spPrt.ru1n. 'J"hc· ~torag<' of tlie 
region numbers of the· eight lines .Jf a reference spectrum into 10 bits for eaJch 
line allows for this information to be compressed into 80 bits, i.e. 15% of the 
storage capacity of the uncornpressed b.it string representation. 
3.3.2 The storage of the observed spectrum as an expanded bit string 
'fhe observed spectrun1 of the unknown rnoJecule is stored in an expanded 
bit string representation that includes neighborhood relationships line multiplicity 
and line intensity for each resonance line. A neighborhood relationship for a 
resonance line is coding scheme where a number represents the neighborhood 
relative to th.e region where the resonance line may be found, i.e. "3" (line 
within the region ±0.6ppm), "2" (line within the region ±1.4ppm), ''1" (line 
14 
l 
... 
within the region ±2.6ppm) and "O" (no line). The expanded bit string of the 
observed spectrum is stored in 576 array elements where each element is a 
region number. In each element is stored the neighborhood relationship, the line 
mu]tiplicit.y and line intensity of each region. The observed spectrum is stored 
in this expanded representation as an array structure to ease the comparison of 
each line of a reference spectrum ~1 ith the observed spectrum. 
3.4 The "reverse" search 
The search for reference spectra similar to the observed spectrum is ac-
con1p]ished by a "revPrse~ search technique. The search is a '4reverse" search in 
that only· the coded lines of the reference must be compared to the observed 
Each line of the . references • compared 
. 
the observed spectrum. various IS to 
. 
the f ollo\ving ( 1) the multiplicity of the reference spect run1 1n manner: extract 
linP (k). (2). extract the multiplicity and neighborhood relation.ship (l) for the 
ohsr•r\·pcJ r<'gion <·le1nc111 specifi<,d hy th<' regio11 11 un1bcr ( r) of the) reference line. 
(3) extract the similarity A(k~l) frorr the n1atrix A where the elements of A 
contain weighted similarity values that correspond to the degree of match of a 
r.eference line ~s 1nultiplicity and region to the resonance lines of the observed 
spectrun1, (4) If a '·relevant'~ sirni]arity is calculated add the matrix B(k,m,n) 
\\.here rn is the range of the ref ere nee linP and .n is thr simplified version of the 
observed region clen1cn t l. The range of a reference line is a number represent-
ing the general region of a reference line. The matrix B represents the pos-
tulated corrective term of weighting features where. the weight for matches of 
trivial, i.e. frequent features, is lower than for "relevant" features, i.e. less fre-
quent substructural units. The weights of the features of B are calculated from 
the probatJility of finding a resonance line ·with certain f ea tu res in a particular 
15 
0 
region. The features of those lines with lower probabi]ity were assigned a higher 
weight than those lines of higher probability and ( 5) ·Calculate the similarity Si 
= A(k,l) + B(k,m,n) If the sum S of the similarities Si of the comparisons of 
the individual resonance lines is greater than a specified threshold value then 
store the reference number and start with the next reference. The reference 
structures ,vhose reference spectra exceed a threshold value are output in the or-
der of their similarity . 
.. 
3.4.1 The advantages of the method of "reverse" search 
The advantages of a "~reverse" search method are: (1} the savings in the 
storage of the reference spectra and in the time of comparison since only the 
relevant lines of each spectrum are stored and used for comparison. (2) the em-
phasis on the matching of s1:i bu nits of the reference spectrum rather than the 
\\·ho_le r('ference spPctrurn to the observed spectrurr1 and (3) the ability to deter-
rni11<· t lic ~in1ilarit y of ct s1rbspertrun·1 of ct rC'ferencc· spPrt.rurn to the observed 
spect runi. A ref ere nee spectrurn is divided into su bspectra such that the 
su bspectrum of a. reference spectrum consists of all those resonance lines of the 
ref erenr: spectrum that are characteristic of a particular substructure of the ref-
erence rno]ecule. Each of the su bspec.tra are treated as a separate reference. 
Those referenct· substructures \vhosr sin1ilarity exceeds a threshold value are as-
sernbled into all the plausible structures. [] J l 
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'\ Chapter 4 
The structural identification of organic 
compounds from a library of 13C data 
4.1 Introduction 
The following is a description of a library search system for 13C spectral 
data. Given the spectral data of the unknown, the program will retrieve those 
reference corn pounds from the library that exhibit sim.ilar spectra. The spectral 
data of the unknown and the library reference compounds are encoded into a bi-
nary code that reflects the underlying structure of the compound rather than the 
exact values for the chemical shifts. The underlying structure of a compound 
are those chemical features of a compound that are shared by other compounds 
similar to ·it. In this \Vay. ron1pounds that may be similar to the unknown com-
4. 2 Bit stri11g represe11tntic>11 
For the purpose of comparison, The srwctral data of a compound are in-
terpreted as a bit string of spectral features. A bit string of spectral features is 
a list of binary digits \\' here each binary digit represents a spectral feature. The 
bit st.ring of spectral features for a con1pound· is the signature of t.he compound. 
The spectral features are chosen in such a way that the spectral pattern is en-
coded as well as the exact spectral data. 
At present, 79 different .features are grouped into 5 different classes in the 
catalogue of feature definitions. T·he definitions of th~ five classes with· ex-
amples are given in Table 4-l. 
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class 
l 
2 
3 
4 
s 
• 
( 
Feature 
definition Examples 
Feature 
number Parameters 
. 
Count the number of signals with chemical shifts between a and b 
.r 
Q p 
h ppm. If this number equals or exceeds p, set code to 1. 4 13 14·5 1 
8 28 33 3 
Count the number of signals with chemical shifts between x and a b X )' p 
y ppm, and divide this number by the number of signals between a 32 5 160 5 90 0·3 
and h ppm. If this quotient exceeds p, set code to 1. 34 5 240 160 240 0·2 
If the spectrum contains at )east p signals in the shift range from o1 Di bi Ot ha D1 
to bi pprn or Oz to b1 ppm or a3 to h3 ppm or . .. , set code to 1. 51 113 125 12S 133 133 
,. 
If the spectrum contains at least p1 signals in the shift range from a1 01 hi P• 01 h1 
to hi ppm and at least p,. signals in the shift range from Oz to b1 ppm 6S 60 · 80 4 90 110 
and .. . , set code to 1. 
For all signals in the shift range from a to b ppm, sum the number of a b p 
hydrogen atoms directly bonded to the respective carbon atoms, 77 124 160 0·2 
using the multiplicity in the off-resonance decoupled spectrum. 78 124 160 0·6 
Divide this sum by the number of signals in the given range. If this 
quotient exceeds p, set code to 1. 
Table 4-I:· Five classes \\'ith definitions 14] 
4.3 Tl1P 11lgoritl1111 fc>r t 11<> rPtrievnl of si111il11r co1111>ou11ds 
Reference compounds ·are retrieved for a fiven unkno\\·n molecule in the 
following way: The unkno\\·n molecule's spectral data are transformed into a 
si gnat. u re. This signat.u re is then searched for among the binary reference library . 
Th<· l)inarv reference:. librarv is a library \\'here library spectra are converted to 
signatures and assernbled into a source library. The signature of the unknown 
is constructed f rorn its spectral data by the same rules that \\·ere used \\1 hen 
building the binary ref<·rence library. In the search, the signature of the un-
known molecule is co.mpared to each of the library sign·atures bit by b'it. In 
the comparison there are four possible results: The bit: may be one or zero in 
both signa.tures or the) bits n1ay differ in each signatijre. Each of the possible 
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results are individually weighted for each feature: W I,l' W l,O' W O,l and W o,o 
where W .. is the weight for each of the possible results ij where ij in [0,1]. A l,J 
similarity measure is calculated by adding together each of the appropriate 
weights for each result over a1J th~ elementary comparisons. Those comvounds 
with a similarity measure that is larger than a given threshold value are out-
put. 
4.3.1 Making the search more efficient 
The search process is inefficient in that each feature must be compared in 
order to deterr11ine that the signature of a reference is dissimilar to the sig-
nature of the unknown compound. To reduce the number of comparisons neces-
sary to determine a dis~milar spectrum, the following modification to the search 
strategy is irnplernented: For each spectral feature of .the signature of the un-
k-110\vn con1pot1nd. a discrirninaling power is calculated that mPasures ho\\: each 
SJ)PctraJ featurP discri1.lli11at<)~ agairfst dissirnilar spPclra. rfh<· d.iscrin1inat ing 
power for the jth spectr·al feature is the .absojut,e vc:_lue of t.he weight difference 
!~/. 1-~l. 0 1 where i is the bit at feature no. j of the signature of the unknow·n i , 'l, . 
molecule. The individual \\'eights calculated for each feature are used to order 
the features of the signature of the unknown such that a feature with a larger 
discrirninating po\\;er will have a h.igher priority than a feature \\'ith a relatively 
srnaller discriminating power. The elcmt'ntary comparisons ·are performed by the 
order of the sequence priorities starting with the highest- priority .first. A 
dissi1nilarity measure is calculated by summing the weight differences for those 
features that do not match ( the bits in. each signature differ ). If the dis-
similarity measure exceeds a threshold value during the comparison process then 
it is' aborted. ·sy this rr1ethod, search t.imes were reduced by a factor .of three 
19 
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Chapter 5 
A computer program for automated 13C 
rule formation 
5. I li1trocl11ctio11 
The follo,ving is a description of computer program to generate empirical 
I 
rules associating 13C shifts with local substructural environments. A heuristic 
search finds common su bstructural features for those carbon atoms exhibiting 
similar chemical shifts. 
5.2 The rule struct11re 
Mitchell and Sch\\1enzer \\'rote a computer program· that generates empirical 
-rules associating a 13C \"~\1R shift \vith the local structural environment of a 
carbon at om. Th(' set of c·mpirical rules- arE~ of the f ollo\\·ing form: a · su bst ruc-
ture df·script.ion of o 111ain carbon aton1 implies a .m.ain prediction(Tahle 5-1 ). lf 
the substructure t.o the left of the arro\\· n1at ches sorr1e ~ u bstruct ure \\'i thin a 
molecule then the carbon atom in the moleoole that matcnes the main carbon 
atom of the substructure of the rule will ha\'e a 13C shift range given by the 
n1ain prediction of the rull·. A main rarbon atorn is a carbon atom that is the 
n1e1nber of the subst rurt urc· part of a rule· \,·J1Pr<~ this carbon atom has a main 
prediction. A main prc·dictioii is a rangf• of 13C shifts for a carbon atom. 
substructure !mplies• 13c shift rang~. 
Table 5-1: Forrnat of the sul>structural rule [8] 
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5.3 Ruic ge11eration 
The rule generation program must be supplied \\'ith ( l) a set of known 
structures and their corresponding 13C spectra) assignments (2) a set of atom 
feat.ures ( atom type., number of non-hydrogen neighbors, orientation of sub-
stit.uents, . . . ) that describe the atoms and the bonds used in the constructi·on 
of substructures and (3) the parameters I\1INIMU:\.f-EXAMPLES and 
J\1AXI~1lJM-RANGE \\'here \1IN1\1l!v1-EX".\.~1PLES is a parameter that specifies 
the minimum number of 13C data points that a rule must explain for a par-
ticular set of structures and \t1AXIMUJ\1-RANG.E is the maximum allowed "'idth 
of a rule's .predicted shift range. 
5.3.1 Rule generation algorithm 
Tht' rulP generation prograrr1 g<"nerate:s all the possible daughter rules from 
a parent rule. The ru]e genrratiou prograrn begins \\·ith the genera] seed rule in 
rrah]C' :)-:! \\ her<· (~ is an\'. rc1rbor1 at.on} a11rl is the 13C shift for that carbon. 
. . 
This seed rulf> is the first pc1r<·nt ru)t, . 
Table 5-2: The seed rule !SJ 
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5.3.1.1 Search for daughter rules 
Daughter rules are generated from parent rules in the following manner: 
A tom features from the user supplied list of atom features are applied to the 
parent rule's substructure to generate daughter substructures. Each daughter 
substructure generated is searched for \\1ithin the set of known structures of 
molecules. Frorn this search, a set of 13C peaks are found that correspond to 
the carbon atoms that have this daughter substructure as its environment. The 
shift range associated with this daughter substructure is the range of 13C peaks 
that \\'ere found. 
5.3.1.2 The evaluation of daughter rules 
Each daughter substructure generated is evaluated in terms of its as-
sociated shift range. For each newly generated rule the following action is taken: 
IF the shift range of the daughter is not narrower 
than the shift range of its parent 
THEN abort this branch of the rule generation 
ELSE IF the number 13c data peaks found is less tha!:. 
MINIMUM-EXAMPLES 
THEN add the parent to the list of final rules and 
d0 not consider the daught·er 
ELSE IF the shift range of the daughter is smaller than 
MAXIMUM-RANGE 
THEN add the daughter to the list of f i.nal rules 
ELSE the daughter rules become parent rules and 
the r~le gen~ration is continued 
The intent of the above proced.ure is to select on each iteration the rule 
that covers the greatest number of peaks with the narrowest shift range for 
' 
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those peaks and to weaken those rules with evidence that overlaps with the 
selected rule. The effect is to select a subset of rules that covers the same 
peaks as the origina] set of rules. 
5.4 The predict.ion of the 13C pe8ks for 8 .molecule with main, 
supJ>ort arid secondBry predictions 
The form of the rule for predicting a molecule's structure from 13C data is 
shift range implies a substructure with the addition ,of two new properties: sup--
port and secondary prediction. Secon.dary and support predictions are predic--
tions for each of the car·bon atoms of a rule substructure except for the carbon 
atom where the substructural rule is defined. A support prediction is obtained 
by (I) finding all the predictions for a carbon atom of a rule su bstr'...icture and 
then (2) r11erging the shift ranges of each of the predictions into a predicted 
shift range for the carbon atoni. Bach of the predictions is obtained from the 
applicatioJJ of c1 r11l<· fro1n th(• sc·t of suh~tr11ct11r,1l· rule·~. lr1 gc•11eral. support 
predictions cannot be obtained for al1 carbon atoms in the substructure of a 
rule. Predicted ranges for all carbon atoms in a substructure are obtained by 
secondary predictions. Secondary predictions are obtained by (I} finding all the 
places where a rule substructure rnatches with substructures in the set of known 
molecules and then (2) rnerging the observed shifts of the carbon atoms that 
n1atched into a predicted shift range for each carbon atom. 4 The reliability of 
a secondary predictioµ is highly dependent. on the variety of molecular structures 
in the set of known molecules. Secondary prediction~ for carbon atoms which 
4Secondary predict.ions may be found for all carbon at.oms in a given rule substructure since the 
rule su bstruct.ures were generated frorn the set of known molecules originally 
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are fewer bonds away will have a smaller expected error than those more bonds 
.. 
away. Support and secondary predictions introduce additional constraints in the 
application and the selection of these rules to a giveu 13C spectrum. The ad-
dition of support predictions and secondary predictions to the original rules form 
the new rule set. .\ molecule's spectrum is predicted by usinr a graph match-
" 
ing routine to search for places where a ru]e substructure will match in .. the 
molecule. When a match is found, the shift range of the carbon atom in the 
molecule that matches with the main carbon atom of the rule substructure is 
given by the 
I 
main prediction of the rule. If there are several predicted ranges 
for a carbon atom then (I) if one of the predicted ranges is contained within 
the others then the narrowest range is used. This is done since the actual 
range should be contained within each predicted range and thus contained en-
tirely within the rnost stringent prediction and {2) if the predicted ranges over-
Jap in corn pl pt.,\ I y or arP disjoint then <:1 union is tak rn of t lH· na rro\\'est ranges of 
t.h<· disjoint rang<·~ and t hf' raJiges that O\'('rlap. 
5.4.1 Selecting the rule set 
The first step .in predicting a molecules structure is to select a subset of 
the rule set where each rule may be a possible explanation for the observed 
spectrun1. Each rule selected is checked for agreement with the empirical for-
.. 
mula of the unknown molecule an.d whether the main, support and second&ry 
predictions of the rule are consistent with the peaks in the observed spectrum .. 
This subset of rules form the set of partial substructure hypotheses in t.he 
search for the molecules structure. 
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5.4.2 The determination of the molecule's structure 
The molecule's structure is determined from the observed spectrum by a 
depth first heuristic search. A set of heuristics are implemented to order the 
rules such that each rule selected will lead most rapidly to the molecule's struc-
ture. The search is accomplished by merging together rule substructures from 
the list of rules that. was ordered bv the heuristics . . 
5.4.2.1 The heuristics to order the rules 
Th{' heuristics that order the rules are: (l) the quality of the main and 
support predictions. ThP quality of a prediction means the width of the 
predicted range and the closeness of the observed peak to the prediction range 
of the rule. A rule with a greater quality of prediction is more likely to have 
its substructure as part of the final structure of the molecule. (2) the number of 
peaks explained in the ·set of known molecules by a rule. ~A. r-ule that explains 
ntor(' peaks usually indicates that th(• substructure' in this rule '.Vill most likely 
L><· present in the observPd sµect.rurn. (3) t}u, nurnber of ruJes that expJain a 
peak in the observed spectrum. If there are only a few rules that explain a peak 
it is most likely that one or part of the substructure of these rules will be 
present in the molecules structure. 5 (4) the ,vidth of the secon.dary and support 
predictions. 1"'his h<}uristic diffc}rs fron1 t·}ip previous threP in that it guides the 
efficiency of building with a particular substructure; the previous three heuristics 
indicate whether a rule substructure may be present in the final molecule. The 
neighbors of the carbon atom \\·here there is a main prediction are consid.e.red as 
potential building sites when rule substructures are merged to form larger sub-
/ 
5This assumes that the molecule whose structure is to be determined is a ugood" structural repre-
sentative of the set of known rnolecules that originally generated these rules. -., \ 
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structures. The rule where ~ the neighboring carbon atoms have the narrowest 
' 
prediction range tend to be the best building sites and will lead most rapidly to 
the molecules final structure. A building site is a carbon atom in a rule sub-
structure where a carbon atom from another rule substructure is mapped onto it 
to form .. a merged substructure. A merged substructure is the the substructure 
formed by the overlap of two substructures v.1here the carbon atoms that were 
mapped to one another from each substructure are coincident in the merged 
substructure. A map from the carbon atom of one substructure to the carbon 
at.om of another substructure means that these carbon atoms are coincident in 
any merged substructures generated from these two substructures. 
5.4.2.2 The merging of the substructures of rules 
Rule substructures are merged to form larger substructures by merging two 
rulf' subsrrurt ur.es at a time. The substructures of two rules are rrterged in tht:'. 
follov.·ing rr1c.1nnPr: (J) Thf' n(•xt rule frQn·1 the list of tule_s is self·ct.(•d as ordered 
by the heuristics described above. rrhe list of ruJes are ordered by the J1euristics 
such that a rule that is more likely to contribute to the final structure is before 
a rule that is less likely to. The rule selected is labeled as the first rule. (2) A 
carbon atom in th.e rule substructure of the rule selected is chosen as a building 
site. A carbon atom in a rule substructure is chosen to be built 011: 
.. 
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IF a carbon atom has a main prediction and its neighbor atoms 
do not 
THEN IF any of these atoms have support predictions 
that are sufficiently narrow 
TIIEN the carbon atom with the narrowest 
support prediction will be built 
on 
ELSE the carbon atom with the narrowest 
secondary prediction will be built on 
(3) The subset of rules that have secondary or support predictions are 
selected that are consistent with the secondary or support predictions of the rule 
chosen by the heuristics. ( 4) These rules are ordered by the criterion of the 
\\'idth of the secondary and support predictions. (5) The next rule is selected 
from this list. The rule selected is labeled as the second. rule. (6) The carbon 
at.on1 chosen as t.h(· building sit t 1 fron1 th(· substructure of l h< 1 first rule is 
~napped in t,o the· carbon a torn \Vi th t.hci rnai n prediction in the substructure of 
i.: he second rule. (7) All the possible merged substructures are fo.und from merg-
ing the substructures of the first and ·second rules.. A graph matching routine 
finds all the possible merged substructures. For a mer.ged substructure to be a 
possible substructure it must: (a) have properties consistent with the s~t of 
atom features6 (b) have an empirical formula consistent with the formula of the 
unknown and ( c) have support and main predictions consistent with the support 
and main predictions of each substructure. The main and support predictions of 
the merged substructure are merged from the main and support predictions of 
6Re~all, these atom features were used in the construction of the substructures for the set of 
original rules. 
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each substructure. A merged prediction for a carbon atom is the prediction that 
results from the intersection of main, support, or main and support predictions 
from each substructure. The secondary predictions in the merged substructure 
remain the same as from each substructure if these carbon atoms from each of 
the substructures were not involved in any overlap. If there was an overlap then 
the main or support prediction takes precedence in the assignment of the shift 
range for that carbon atom in the merged substructure. The merged substruc-
tures, the main prediction., the ·secondary predictions and the support predictions 
for the merged substructures are put into the form of the original set of rules 
and are added to the rule list. (8) The substructure merging process continues 
until the number of plausible molecules are found. A plausible molecule is a 
chemical structure where the 13C shift range for each carbon in the chemical 
structure is of the proper width and 
. 
cons1stenrv 
. 
with the . given 
Sf><·ct ru n1. - . I 0.1, I I c, , I ! 
7 These constraints would be predefined by the user. 
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Chapier 6 
Structure evaluation using predicted 13C 
spectra 
6.1 Introduction 
• 
The following is the description of a prograrn for predicting the 13C 
spectra of a set of candidate rnolecules, determining the similarity of the 
predicted spectra to an observed spectrum of .an unknown molecule and then 
ranking the candidatr molecules according .to their sin1ilarity with the observed 
spectrum. Given the observed spectrum of an unknown molecule and a set of 
structural. candidates for the unknown molecule, the program ranks the struc-
tural candidates in the following way: ( 1) the the spectrums of the set of can-
didates are predicted~ (2) the predicted spectra are rnatched with the observed 
sp('ctrum. (3) a score .reflecting thP d()grf>e of 1nat.rb of each predicted spect.run1 
\\·jt_li tlH· obser,·pd SJJPclru1n is calculat,,d and ( 4) thr s<'l of st.rurt.ural candidates 
are ranked according to score calculated.. The rank of a candidate molecule 
reflects the degree of structural similarity to the unk11own molecule's structure. 
6.2 Structure eval11ation 
The following is the structure evaluation procedur? that is applied to the 
isomers _generated by GENO .. ,\ and STERE0:8 ( 1) the 13C spectrum for each 
candidate (isomer generated) is [1redicted, (2) each predicted spectrum is 
matched to the observed spectrum, (3') a score is computed for the degree of 
match between the predicted and observed spectrum and (4) each candidate is 
8G EN OA and STEREO are. topological structure generators. 
\ 
\ 
.. 
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ranked based on the score computed. 
6.2.1 Spectrum prediction 
In the spectrum prediction process for a candidate molecule, a substruc-
tural model9 predicts the 13C shift range for a carbon atom in a candidate 
molecule from the shift range characteristic of the model applied. Each carbon 
atom in the candidate structure is analyzed for the pertinent model that applies 
to it. A mode] is applicable to a carbon atom if the mode] matches the sub-
structural environment: of the carbon atom. The substructural models are of 
four types: four-, three-, two- and one-bond. The four-, three-, two- and one-
bond models are successively applied to each carbon atom of the candidate 
molecule. The goal is to apply the largest possible bond mode] since each 
smal1er bond rnodel is associated ,vith an i"ncreasingly broader shift range. Onc·e 
th~ proper rnodel is determined, the relevant substructural model is retrieved 
fron1 th<· dat.a -l)as<· -of substruc.tural niodeh,. Th<· C.<=;lrbon atorn is assig·ned a. 13(~ 
;,hift range from the correlated chemical shift data associated ,,,.ith ·the model. 
The resultant predicted spectrum is a fuzzy spectrum; each carbon atom is 
characterized by a chemical shift range rather than a specific chemical shift. 
6.2.2 Matching predicted and observed reso11a11ces 
The resonance lines of the predicted spectrum are placed into correspon-
dence with the resonance lines of the observed spectrurn. The resonance lines 
are grouped together according to the multiplicity data and then for each mul-
tiplicity group each observed resonance is matched with a predicted resonance. 
9 see Chapter 5 for an explanation of substructural models as applied to substructural rules 
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The limitations on this procedure are that: (a) The prediction ranges m
ay en-
compass se:veraJ observed resonance lines. A predicted ra
nge may possibly be 
associated with several observed resonances. and (b) T'he observed sp
ectrum 
may be incomplete due to: (I) missing resonance lines, (2) missing mul-
tiplicities or (3) incomplete multiplicity data. The prediction program must be 
able to associated the predicted resonance lines even witr1 
the incomplete ob-
served spectrum. 
6.2.2.1 Grouping the data according to multiplicity 
To reduce the number of possible matches between the 
observed and 
predicted resonances, the observed and predicted resonance
s are grouped accord-
ing to the multiplicity data for the observed resonances. A 
predicted resonance 
may only be mate hed with an observed resonance of the sam
e multiplicity. If 
thf' resonance multiplifi'ties art> available for the observed spect
rum then the ob-
serYPd and predictfd resonances are group{)d according to mu]tiplicity. If 
the· 
rnultiplicity data js iuro1npJPt<,, then the resonances ar.C' grouped togC'the
r accord-
ing to even and odd multiplicity (parity mu]tiplicity }. If no multiplicity d·at
a is 
available, then the entire observed spectrum must be co
nsidered as a mul-
tiplicity group to be matched to the predicted ·spectrum. 
6.2.2.2 Match of i11dividual resonance lines 
The individual observed resonances are matched with predic
ted resonance 
ranges in each rnultiplicity group by the following four 
methods: MAG, 
RANGE, SMBE~ and SDJS2. MAG is a simple intercomparis
on of observed and 
mean predicted shifts. MAG corresponds the m·eans of the p
redicted resonances 
with the observed resonances in each multiplicity group acco
rd~ng to their order 
.. 
of mag-nitude within the multiplicity group i .. e. the largest obse
rved resonance is 
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matched with the largest mean resonance within a multiplicity group, the next 
I 
largest observed resonance is matched with the next largest observed resonance 
within a multiplicity group and so on until all the resonances have been 
rnatched. For MAG to rnatch predicted and observed resonances, there must be 
the same number of predicted and observed resonances in a multiplicity group. 
If observed resonances are missing then MAG will not work and either SMBEL 
or SDIS2 must be used. RANGE attempts to match each observed shift to an 
enclosing predicted range. RANGE starts from the large shift values and 
matches the next minimum predicted resonance to the next observed resonance. 
The objective is to contain each observed resonance between a minimum and 
maximum predicted range. RANGE assumes tha.! there are the same number of 
observed resonances to minimum predicted resonances. If observed resonances are 
m1ss1ng either SI\1BEL ot SDIS2 must be used. S:i\1BEL 
. 
IS the 
Srh\\1E'nZ('f 'I\1i.tchell rangP-\\1Pighted sin1ilaritv rnatch. SJ\1Br:I.I rnatching is deter"-
rninrd t)y rnaxirnizing (lie· vcdu<· of \ ....... nurnfrne., ( 1 err .. ·ra'Tlgt .) ra11gf \Vhc·rr nun1li.nes 
--1- j l' • 1 · I 
is the :1umber of observed resonances, err. is the absolute value of the difference ] 
between the ith obse.rved resonance and the ith matched predicted resonance 
(n1ean of the resonance range), rangei is the abso'lute difference between the 
predicted minimum and maximum for the i1h carbon in question \vith a. default 
value of 2.0 if the range is too small. SMBEL matching is designed such that 
the ''best'~ rnatch is found; the srnallest possible difference betw·een observed and 
mean predicted resonances are found for the narrowest predicted range. SDIS2 is 
the shell weighted dissimilarity match. SD1S2 m·~tching is determined by min-
'""'numlines · 2 · h ]" d d fj d imizing the value of L...Ji=·J · · shellixerri /8.0 w ere num 1nes an erri are e 1ne 
as in SMBEL, shel]i is the Shell level at which the i1h prediction was made and 
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8.0 is a simple scale factor to reduce the magnitude of the resulting score. 
SDIS2 determines the least dissimilar matches between the observed and 
predicted resonances; the smallest. possible difference between observed and rr1ean 
resonances is found for the best models that predicted the mean predictions. 
6.2.2.3 The algorithm to find the "best" match 
There is a possibility that a better match of an observed and predicted 
resonance may be made by one matching algorithm over another. A way to find 
the best match of an observed and predicted resonance is to consider the best 
possible simultaneous match of the observed and predicted resonance for each of 
the three matching algorithms: MAG, SMBEL and SDIS2. 
The following is a description of an al_gorithm to determine the best match 
of the o.bserved and predicted resonances. Within a multiplicity group a matrix 
of scores . is constructed where the i1h, jth entry is tht> contribution to the 
(dis)sirnilarity scor<· if th£> µredictt>d resonance i is rnatched with thP observed 
resonant<' j. rI'he contribution to tbt· sin1iJarity scor<·· is tbe sum of tir1.e absolut.E· 
value of. the difference bet\\i·een the ith observed resonance and the- ith mean 
predicted resonance in MAG matching, the quantity (1-erri/rangei)/rangei in 
SM BEL matching and the quantity shelli x erri2 /8.0 in SDIS2 matching. The 
n1atrix is· squar(• ·if thP nurr1 her of observed resonances is the same as the n urn-
her of predicted resonances ann rectangular otherwise. 
A depth first search is used to explore all possible paths, combir1a:tions of 
matches of predicted reson.a.nces to observed resonances, in the n1atrix. In the 
worst case, where no multiplicity· data is available for the observed spectrum 
and the number of observed resonances equals the 
I 
number of predicted 
resonances, this wil1 involve finding the best path in a nx n matrix. The best-
' 
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match of predicted resonances to observed resonances will be the path in the 
matrix that results in the greatest similarity score. A similarity score for a 
path is computed by adding all the contributions to the similarity score visited 
on a search path. The search time can be reduced by comparing the partial 
similarity score of a path with the current best similarity score for a completed 
path. If this partial score exceeds the currenf best score then the search along 
' 
this partial path may be aborted. 
6.2.3 Computing scores based on spectrum matching 
Once the predicted and observed resonances are matched a score is cal-
culated reflecting the degree of (mis )match. The scoring functions are the follow-
ing: SUMSQ, SMBEL, SBEL and SDIS2. SUMSQ is the sum of the squares of 
the differences bet\\·een the observed c1nd corresponding mean predicted 
l C:[!lf. c,Q. __ \-_riu_mline .. , 2_/S O 
,._, - 1" .__., . 1 err_. . . ...c..Jz= 1 \\i nere numlines is the number of ob-
sC'rY<'d r<)~o1u111res. err: i~ th<· diffc·rP11cc· h,·t ,vf'e11 t l1<· ith ol>served resonance and 
I 
the itb µredict,ed n1ean resonanC(' n1atched to it and 8.0 is a scale factor. 
SUMSQ measure the degree of rriatch between an observed and mean predicted 
resonance. SMBEL uses the S~1BEL matching equation for the com.putation of 
a score. The resu]tant score is a rneasure of the degree oi n1atch of the ob-
served and n1ean predicted resonances. SBEL takes into account the shelJ level 
,v here the predictions were made and the magnitude of the difference between 
I 
the obs<~rved and predicted resonances. , '\'""'numlines ) SBE-L=-L;i=l .shelli/( err i+def a.ulti 
where numlines and err. are as defined for SUMSQ, shell. is the shell level .at 
I I 
w·hich the ith prediction was made and default .~2l-shelli to _prevent the 
i 
d·enominator of the summation from going to zero. Shel measure the degree ·of 
match between the observed and mean predicted resonances. Predictions based 
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on poor models and large differences between observed and mean predicted 
resonances contribute little to the resultant score. SDIS2 uses the SDIS2 
matching equation for the computation of a score. The rrsultant score is a 
measure of the degree of mismatch of the observed and mean predicted 
resonances. 
6.2.4 Ranki11g ordering of the candidate structures 
The predicted spectrums of the structures generat~d by GENOA or 
' 
STEREO are ranked according t.o the numerical value of the scores based on 
spectrum matching. Those generated structures whose predicted spectrums are 
ranked the highest should be th~ molecules that are most closely related in 
struc.ture to the unknown molecule. [9] 
,,. 
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Chapter 7 
The verification spectral • assignments 
7 .1 Introduction 
The folJowing is a description of a system of programs to aid a user in 
the construction of data base of mutually consistent 13C spectra. The data base 
of spectra consists of su bstructural environments and their corresponding chemi-
cal shifts. The system of programs checks shift assignments of new structures 
to be entered into the data base for consist.ency with spectra already in the 
data base or for internal consistencies within a set of related compounds. 
7.2 The dntn base 
As much as possible. the entries in a data base of reference spectra consist 
only of those con1pound~ \vh.ose spectra are assigned from experimental data. 
llo\\·e\'Pr. t.l1e lack of (•XpPrirnenta] J~{(_~ data for n1any cornpounds and the need 
to augn1Pnt the data bast· with additional reference spectra forces the addition 
of spectra to the data base whose assignments are derived from chemical shift 
trends observed in analogous compounds. Spectra whose assignments are from 
shift-trend analysis are not as reliable as those from experimental data. It is 
poss.iblP for a srt of Fpcctra t<J havf• 1nutually consistent assignments from shift 
trend analysis and yet. hav,j so·me of the assignments be wrong. In general, the 
nurnber of errors due to misassignrnents increases with an inc,rease in the num-
ber of sp~ctra in the data base whose resonance assignments were based 
prirnarily on shift-trend anaJysis. 
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7.3 The shift verification programs 
In an attempt to achieve spectral assignment consistency before the shifts 
are entered into the data base, the following spectral assignment consistency 
programs are used: PRED-CHECK, REF-CHECK and INTERN-CHECK. 
7.3.1 PRED-CHECK 
The PRED-CHECK (prediction checking) program compares the proposed 
shift assignments for a structure with the shift values of similar substructural 
environments already· in the data base. The PRED-CHECK program flags any 
discrepancies bet\\'een the proposed shift ranges and analogous shift ranges. Any 
discrepancies in resonance shifts are not reassigned until the REF-CHECK ex-
amines the proposed resonances. 
7.3.2 REF-CHECK 
rf'h(· REF-C~Hl:C_~J\ {r<·fer<'nrc ch<·cking) prograrr1 identifies the analogous ref-
c·rPnr<' strurturc·s us<·<i a:-- the :hasi-:; for l)J{l~D-(;}--Il~(:K \; pror>osed shift assign-
rnents and considers the reassign1nent of potentially misassigned resona~ce shifts 
in terms ·of the reliability of resonances in the data base and the appropr.iate-
ncss of substructures in the data base as prediction models for the proposed 
resonance assign.rnents. J~rassignrnents of resonances is 1>erformed provided there 
is enough conclusive evidence that the original assignrnents were incorrect. 
REF-CHECK's ability to check proposed ass'ignments d.epends on the integrity of 
the data base. Despite the resonance checking proced.ures, some misassigned 
resonances for some substructures are unnoticed and enter the data base as 
valid assignments. Only when the resonance lines of related compounds are 
added are the 1nisassig_nments recognized. The misassigned resonances are 
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removed from the data base by utility programs. 
7.3.3- INTERN-CHECK 
Sometimes a f arnily of structures to be entered into the data base contains 
novel substructural environments for which there are no detailed models in the 
data base. Without detailed models, the proposed shift resonances for these 
novel substructures may not be accurate. However, the various structures of the 
family can themselves serve as models. The INTERN-CHECK (internal 
coru,istency-checking) program cr1ecks the mutual consistency of the assigned 
shift ranges for all the similar substructural environments in a family of struc-
tures. The shift of any substructural environment may be compared to shifts in 
similar environments to any shell level. A shel1 level is the dist.ance in bond 
length frorr1 the main carbon atom 10 of a substructura] rule. i.e. one bond, two 
bond. th rec· bond and four bo·nd lf'vefs. By these cornparisor1s. inconsistencies 
n1c1\ IH· det Pct ('d b(·t \\'('('TJ sirni'lar <·nvironrn('nt s of general. i.c·. one· and two bond 
level, as \VeH as specific substructures, i.e. three and four bond level. INTERN-
CHECK is an interactive program where the user specifies the type of resonance 
to be analyzed, e.g. the multiplicity of the resonance, the shell level at which 
the analysis is to be perforrr1ed, P.g. two~bond level, and the constraints on the 
characteristics perrnitted for the shift distributions for each substructure, e.g the 
maxirnu1T1 range for a f>articula.r substructure. The substructures whose shift 
ranges violate the permitted shift distributions are identified by INTERN-
CllECK. 
INTERN-CHECK produces a report on each substructure that is associated 
10 
see Chapter 5 
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with an anomalous shift distribution. The reports identify the minimu~, mean 
and maximum shifts and the number of instances of the presence of each sub-
structure in the series of structures under analysis. A SKEW value is reported 
where a value of l for the SKEW indicates that the shifts corresponding to a 
substructure are · evenly distributed over the shift range specified and values 
greater than 1 indicate tailing shift distributions for the substructure. The user 
may obtain histograms showing the distribution of shifts and a list of the infor-
mation associated with each occurrence of a substructure. If a particular shift 
is anomalous~ INTERN-CJIECK permits the peak to be changed interactively 
and checks if the change would improve the consistency of environments similar 
to it. [ 10) 
I· .. 
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Chapter 8 
A program in prolog to predict 130 peaks 
8.1 I11trodurtior1 
The fallowing paper describes an expert system to predict the carbon-13 
peaks (chemical shifts) for a molecule frorr1 a know]edge base of rules relating 
the substructure environments and carbon-13 peaks of known molecules. The 
program is divided into three parts: ( 1) the code generator, (2) the simulator 
and {3} the molecule builder. 
8.2 The Code Generator 
The chemical shift for a carbon atom is d.etermined by its constitutional, 
configurationa] and conformational environment in the molecule of which it is a 
.. \s an approximat.ion to this environn1ent~ the chemica-l shift of a 
r.arbon atorn n1av b<' det errnin<'d by a two bond .spherP st1bstructura] rode. Thfl 
substrt1rt uraJ code is .a bierarchicaJ <)nroding of thP c)nvironmenl of a carbon 
atom ·to a specified bond sphere. A bond sphere of an atom are all those 
atoms that may be reached within a bond length of the atom. Although t'his 
approximation ignores conf orrnational effects, coding schemes such as this have 
been shown to correlate structural features ,vith cherhical shifts. "[ 5j 
. i 
The code generator generates hierarchic.al su bst ructural codes for each carb-
on atom of a molecular structure. Conceptually, the substructure code of a 
carbon atom is a list where each object on the list has been· assigned a priority 
such that the construction of the list is hierarchical and canonical. The objects 
' 
on the list are the attributes of the environment of the carbon atom. An at-
tribute of the environment is either the type of an atom, the type of a bond or 
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' 
the type of the configuration of an atom. d 
8.3 The algorithm for determining a substructure code 
The following a]gorithm cQ1T1putes the two bond substructure code of a 
carbon atom: Define: cj is attached to ck if cj is bonded to ck. An attachment 
cj -> ck is where cj is attached to ck. 
Let List_ priorities be a list where types of atoms, types of bonds and 
types of configurations are in an ordered sequence. Let c. be the atom whose 
I 
substructure is to be encoded. 
The algorithm for encoding is as follows: If there are no bonds to c. then 
l 
the substructure code is code(Fir_sphere, Sec_sphere) where Fir_sphere and 
Sec_ sphere are empty lists. Let c. be bonded to c .. J l 
The substructure code for c. 
I 
is code(Fir_sphere, Sec_sphere) where 
Fir sphere ~nd Sec __ sphere are the ordered list of substructure codes for the 
subcode~ of ci. Tln· j1h subrod<' of ci is pf(Suh _ fir .. ~ub sPc. Sub_ surr1) wbf're 
S.u b fir is the ordered list of substru.cture codes of the attachments c. -> c.~ J I 
Sec_ sphere is the ordered list of substructure codes for the c. and Sub 
J 
. 
sum 1s 
the sum of the ·priorities of the attachments c. - > c. and c.. The su.bstructure 
. J l J 
code and priority Qf cj is p(Sec __ list, Sec_ sum) where Sec list and Sec sum 
are the ordered list of substructure codes and the, sun1 of the priorities for the 
attachments cJ -:-'> ci' cj not equal to ci, respectively. 
Th.e priority and substructure code of the attiachrnent ck -> cj is the 
priority and substructure code of the (I) bond between ck and c., (2) configura-
J 
tion of ck and (3) atom ck. The priorities and substructure codes for the three 
above .are are found from the -List_ priorities and are put into the form p(lterr1, 
Priority) where Item is either (1), (2) or (3) and Priority is the priority of (1), 
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(2) or (3). When the p(ltem, Priority )'s are computed for the three above then 
the p( Item, Priority) 's are constructed into a list and the list is sorted such 
that the p(ltem, Priority)'s are in decreasing (increasing) order with respect to 
the Priority of the p(ltem, Priority)'s. ( Note: once an ordering sequence is 
chosen, it should kept constant for the rest of the algorithm.). Once the list is 
sorted, then a list of the Items, [Items], are formed where the Items are in the 
same order as in the sorted list and the Priorities are added and placed in 
Sum_ p. The priority and substructure code of the attachment ck -> c. is 
. J 
p([lternL S.um_p). (~ote: if there are no bonds to cj other than ci then [ltem) 
will be [)., the empty list, and Sum_ p will be 0.) 
Once all the priorities and substructure codes for the attachments of c. are J 
found then the p( [Item], Sum_. p) 's are constructed into a list and they are 
processed in the same manner as above. The priority and substructure code of 
cj is p(Ser __ list. S<·c __ sun1) \Vht-re Sec __ list is th<· ordered list of :1terr1]'s and 
S<·c sun1 i~ th<· sun1 of all thf' Sun1 __ p"s. 
Let p([F_ iterr1], F __ sum_p) be the substructure code and priority for the 
attachn1ent .c. -> c .. J I The jth subcode of ci is pf( Sub_ Fir, Sub_sec, 
Sub __ sum) where Sub_Fir and Sub sec are [F_. item] and Sec list respee.tively 
and Sub sum is thP sum of F sum p and Sec sum. 
Once al1 thr subcodes of ci are cornpu,ted then the pf(Sub __ fir, Sub_sec, 
Sub __ sun1) 's are constructed into a list and are processed in a si111ilar manner 
as before. The substructure code for ci is code(Fir_ sphere, Sec_sphere) where 
tJ 
Fir sphere is the ordered list of Sub fir's and Sec sphere is ~he ordered list 
of Sub seC's. 
Fir sphere and Sec sphere are the first and second order bond environ-
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' 
ments for c. respectively. 
I 
8.4 The Simulator 
The simulator predicts the value of the chemical shift of a carbon atom 
by matching the substructure code of the car hon atom to the substructure code 
of a carbon atom associated with a chemical shift in the knowledge base. If a 
match is successful, then thf' chemical shift. of the matched item in the 
knowledge base will be the predicted value for the C-13 peak. For a given 
carbon atom~ the simulator first attempts to find a match of the two bond sub-
structure code of the carbon atom to one in the knowledge base. ]f there is a 
match then it outputs the chemical shift associated with this two bond sub-
'.~ . 
structure code followed by a S where the S indicates the second bond environ-
ment. It then attempts t.o find any more matches with the same two bond 
substructure code and out puts therr1. If th err is no 111atch t,o t.hr l\VC> bond 
substructur<· rode· t-l1c'11 t.lic· sin1ulator does thr abo\·t· process \vith th<· one bo11-d 
su bstrurture code ;nstead. If there are matches to the one bond substructure 
code then it outputs all the chemical shifts associated with the ·one bond sub-
structure code followed by a F where the F. indicates the first bond environ-
ment-. If there are· no matcl).es of th·e second or first bond substructure codes 
then the message is output "'there arr) none" to indic~te no possible matches. 
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8.5 The Molecule Builder 
The molecule builder section contains five tasks that are used to build a 
chemical graph of a molecule. A chemical graph of a molecule is a . graph 
where the atoms and bonds of the molecule are represented as the nodes and 
edges of a graph. The five tasks are: (1) form alky](Start, End, Bond) 
Form_alkyl builds an a]kyl chain starting at position Start and ending at posi-
tion End where each carbon's position is consecutively labeled from Start to 
End and each bond is of type· Bond. (2) form ring(Start, End, Bond) 
Fotm_ring builds a ring of carbon atoms starting at position Start and ending 
at position End where each carbon's position is consecutively labeled from Start 
to End and each bond is of type Bond. (3) form bond(Start, End, Bond) 
Form bond forms a bond of type Bond between the atoms at position Start 
and End. (4) a.dd. atom(Posl, Pos2, Bond, Atom) Add atom bonds an atom 
of at.orr1 t yp<· .i\tom at position Pos2 to thP aton1 at position Posl \\1 ith thf> 
bond of t yp(· llond. ( 5) change atorn(°l)os, Aton1) (;Jiangc' aton1 changes· 1 h,· 
qtom at position Pos r o the atom of type A tom. 
8.6 Discussion 
The program was irr1plemented in the A.D.A. FSProlog language on an 
8286 Intel systerr1 running MS-D()S. Prolog was chosen as thf' irnplementation 
language because of its pattern matching ability, as used by the simulator to 
match substructure codes and its ease of processing symbolic d·ata, as used by 
the molecular builder section to build the chemical graph of the molecule. 
The knowledge base contains about 100 substructural codes was generated 
from a data base of the chemical graphs of 12 mo]ecules. Since the know ledge 
base is small, the domain of molecules whose spectra may be predicted is 
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restricted and the number of prd:iictions possible for each molecule is' reduced. 
The domain of the program are alJ those molecules that have: ( 1) alky I chains 
that are only 4 carbons long, (2) the atoms carbon, oxygen, bromine and 
nitrogen and (3) the benzene ring as its only type of ring. • 
The program is on file with Prof. Gulden of the Computer Science and 
Electrical Engineering Department of Lehigh University. 
8. 7 Sample Run for 1-Bromo, 4-nitro, benzene 
First the standard structure editing commands are used to define the con-
stitution of the mo]ecule. The text • 1n italics . IS supplied by the user . 
Root/user/?- is the prompt for A.D.A. prolog. The 'Yes' after the input of a 
statement indicates that the statement has succeeded. 
root/user/?-form_ ring(J,6,aromatic.) 
(create ap aromatic ring) 
Yes. 
roct/user:/?-forv1 olky/(8,10.doubl<:.) 
(create an alkyl chain where 
Yes. each carbon atom is bonded 
with a double bond) 
root/user /?-change~ atom(8,·oxygen.) 
Yes. 
(atoms numbered 8, 9, and 
10 of the alkyl chain above 
need to be oxygen, nitrogen 
and oxygen atoms respectively) 
I' 
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root/us,er/?-change_ atom{10,oxygen.) 
Yes. 
root/user/?-change_ atom{9,nitrogerr.) 
Yes. 
root/user /?-form_ bond{ i ,9,single.) 
? 
Yes. 
(attach the alkyl chain 
and the aromatic ring 
together by 
forming a bond between 
position 4 of the ring 
and position g of the 
alkyl chain) 
root/user /?-add_. atom{l ,10,single,bromine.) 
Yes. 
(attach a bromine atom to 
position 1 0£ the aromatic 
ring) 
Once the structure has been defined, then the substructural codes for the 
molecule are generated. 
root/user /?-genera.fe_ codes. 
Yes. 
(generate1the substructural 
codes for the molecule) 
The C-13 peaks are predicted for the molecule. 
root/user /?-simulation. 
Yes. 
C-13 data points 
Atom 6 
131.4 S 
131.4 S 
Atom 6 
123.4 S 
123.4 S 
,./ 
(predict the peaks fbr 
the molecule) 
(actual C-13 peak: 132.60) 
(There are two identical 
data objects in the data 
base. The S indicates 
a second sphere match) 
(actual C-13 peak: 124.QO) 
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Atom 4 
148.2 F 
Atom 3 
123.4 S 
123.4 S 
Atom 2 
131.4 S 
131.4 S 
Atom 1 
122.4 F 
Yes. 
.. 
(actual C-13 peak: 147.00) 
(The F indicates a first 
sphere match) 
(actual C-13 peak: 124.90) 
(actual C-13 peak: 132.60) 
(actual C-13 peak: 12Q.80) 
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Chapter 9 
Discussion 
9.1 Spectrum interpretation 
9.1.1 Spectrum interpretation limits 
The limitation on the interpretation of a spectrum is the incompleteness of 
the data base. The data base for spectrum interpretation is a set of substruc-
t11ral rules that identify substructura] environments associated with observed 
resonances obtained from previously analyzed reference spectra. Many compounds 
incorporate new substructural features not contained in the data base. For these 
cases, it is impossible to interpret every peak in the observed spectrum. Without 
the interpretation of every peak, only partial substructures of the unknown 
rnolecule can bP generated. 
l 
9.1.2 Tl1e limits 011 the data base for interpretation 
The problem is that the data :Jase cannot contain the universe of possible 
bond environments. The data base cannot even repre.sent all th~ possible bond 
environments for a set of atoms contained in a group of bond environments. A 
typical data base 1nay contain 200 different one-bond and 1100 different two-
b()nd (lnvironrnents. However, 500-600 different one environments and several 
thousand two-bond environments ( oul.d be constructed from the same atoms. 
Even for structural c·lasses that are well represented in the data base, it is not 
( 
unusual to fi:od novel substructural environments. 
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6 
·g, 2 Spectrum prediction 
The spectrum-prediction process is less limited by the data base than in 
spectrum-interpretation. In spectrum prediction, hypothesized 13C spectra are 
generated by the application of prediction rules to a molecule and ranked ac-
cording to a score that reflects an estimated degree of match with the 
molecule's unknown spectrum. The • score 1n spectrum-prediction allows a 
measure of the belief in the data that is not present in spectrum interpretation. 
The program of Mitchell and Schwenzer described in Chapter 5 uses this advan-
tagr of the prediction process to assign a measure of belief to each of its 
generated structures. 
T 
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